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COMING UP IN ART 

Year 7 into year 8: Look 

out for the upcoming 

cultural project at the 

start of year 8 involving 

the Black Panther! 

KS3 Art club is starting after half term, 

where you can explore new and 

exclusive techniques and materials! 

See Mrs Kendrick for details.  

See Miss Edwards about the 

“Heroes stamp design 

competition” for the Royal 

Mail with a top prize of £1000! 

Deadline is 26th May 2021. 

WHAT’S BEEN HAPPENING IN ART? 

Key Stage 3 Student 

of the month! – Jaya 

Khakh. 

Year 7’s have been exploring printmaking techniques 

within their robotic project! They have investigated 

Mono printing, Poly printing and Collagraph printing. 

Check out 

some of 

these 

examples! 

Art ambassador 

roles coming soon! 

See Mr Parkes for 

details! 

What to expect if you have chosen GCSE Art! 

We will begin year 9 

developing your 

skills and exploring 

the formal 

elements, producing 

work around the 

themes or 

portraiture and 

natural forms.   Here’s some work from the current year 9!  



 

 

 

Year 7 

This term, year 7 students have been studying the 

novel Abomination by Robert Swindells.  

The novel is a dual 

narrative of 

characters Martha 

and Scott who 

struggle to find their 

place in school. In 

addition, Martha 

has a secret and as 

a member of a strict 

religious group, with 

parents to match, 

she struggles to do 

the right thing. The 

power of friendship brings strength to both. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year 8 

Students from year 8 have, this term, studied 

short stories from the nineteenth century.  

The Signalman by Charles Dickens 

tells the tale a phantom who 

warns of danger. Will the 

signalman discover the purpose of 

the warning before it is too late?    

The Adventure of the Speckled 

Band by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle follows Sherlock 

Holmes while he attempts to 

solve the mystery of a young 

bride who fears that, following 

the death of her sister, someone 

may also be trying to kill her. 

Holmes fights against the clock to 

prevent another tragedy.  

 

 

 

  

English 

Dear Scott,  

I am glad you have decided to ask for advice. You are doing the right thing by reaching out and I am 

very sorry to hear what you’ve been going through.  

About your friend’s father beating her, I advise that you inform the authorities. However, if for some 

reason you are unable to do this, try telling your parents. Another option is calling Childline and 

getting their help.  

As for her bullying problem, you should tell a teacher about it. If you’ve already tried that, stay away 

from the bullies. Another solution could be to ask the head teacher to inform their parents. 

About you being new to the school, don’t worry! It may be scary but you’ll be okay. I know you think it 

won’t but it will. You can always tell the teachers about your problem and they will surely sort it out.  

Lastly, because you were beaten up for sticking up for your friend, I suggest keeping an eye on her and 

informing teachers about what goes on but don’t get involved or you could be hurt again.  

I hope my advice has been helpful and that you decide to follow it. I wish you the best of luck in your 

situation.  

Yours sincerely,  

Kayden Arrowsmith. 

  

Check out this fantastic advice for 

the protagonist of Abomination. 

Great work Kayden! (year 7) 



 

 

  

Young Writers Competition. 
 

Would you like to see your words 

published?  

Win a cash prize?  

Enter the 100-word mini saga 

writing competition for your 

chance to win. 

Closing Date: Friday 28th May 2021 

For more information contact Miss 

Shinton in Y107. 

 

 

Tina Bangerh in year 7 produced 

these great acrostic poems about 

the protagonists. A super piece of 

homework. Well done, Tina! 

M – My name is Martha but I hate it, it’s so boring! 

A – Abomination – the worst part of my day. How do I escape? 

R – Righteous, that’s what we’re called. Mother and Father say we’re chosen (I don’t think we are) 

T – Today, all the school kids chased me home. Again! 

H – Helpless Martha, no friends, no social life, just me on my own. 

A – All my life I have been an outsider. Now, my parents deny me a friend. 

 

S – Scott, average 12-year-old boy, normal parents, but no friends. 

C – Courageous. Speaking up for Martha when she is bullied. 

O – Oh no, did he make a mistake in standing up for her? Now they’ll bully him. 

T – They both have tricky school lives. Can they be friends? 

T – They will face the world together. Is it true love?  



 

 

 

 
Sir David Attenborough: 'The world 
is waking up' to plastic damage 

Sir David Attenborough says we’re “shifting our 

behaviour” when it comes to plastic. In an 

interview with the BBC he said “the world is 

waking up to what we’ve done to the planet”.  

He said that plastic is “vile” and “horrid” but 

there’s a growing awareness of the kind of 

damage it can do.  

Around 8 million tons of plastic enters the ocean each 

year 

 

Sir David said we still need techniques for 

handling plastic waste. He said: “We still need to 

know how to dispose of the wretched material, 

surely if we can invent it, somebody somewhere 

is going to be able deal with it, to deal with these 

mountains of this appalling material.”  

 

 

 

 

  
 

The Eurovision Song Contest is the 
world’s biggest live music event, 
with around 200 million viewers 
tuning in each year. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ethan Shaw

Geography of Eurovision  

Draw a line to match the country with 

its flag  

 



 

 

  

Year 8 students have been studying the Holocaust this half term. As a subject of study, the Holocaust 
continues to be very important. 

 Jewish citizens made up only 1% of Germany’s population on the eve of the Nazi rise to power in 1933, 
and yet this small group of German individuals were singled out and blamed for Germany’s problems. 
Around 6 million Jewish people were murdered as a result.  

We must continue to study the Holocaust as it teaches us about the danger of hatred towards minority 
groups, and the need for societies to always stand up against and challenge prejudice and 
discrimination.  

Pupils have investigated living conditions in ghettos and camps in recent weeks. Some excellent work 

has been produced in these lessons. 

‘Fear was the main problem which Jewish people faced in extermination camps like Auschwitz-

Birkenau’ How far do you agree? 

On the one hand, it can be argued that fear was the main problem which Jewish people faced in extermination 

camps like Auschwitz-Birkenau. For example, the lingering uncertainty would affect them mentally and through 

their day-to-day lives. This was a problem because the mental impact may affect the effort they put into given jobs. 

Therefore, it can be argued that fear was the main problem which Jewish people faced in extermination camps like 

Auschwitz-Birkenau. 

On the other hand, it can be argued that another problem Jewish people faced in extermination camps was 

starvation. For example, they were made to live on 1200 calories per day, 800 calories below the minimum 

recommended calories of 2000. This was a problem as people would slowly starve as they were forced into hard 

labour. Therefore, it can be argued that a lack of food was the main problem which Jewish people faced in 

extermination camps. 

Finally, it can be argued that the separation of families was the main problem in extermination camps. For 

example, people were split into two groups when they arrived there. These people were told that they were 

receiving ‘special treatment’, not that they were being killed. This was a problem as people would be worried sick 

about their families. Therefore, it can be argued that the separation of families was the main problem which Jewish 

people faced in extermination camps. 

Overall, I believe that the main problem which Jewish people faced was the separation of families. I believe this 

because people were scarred mentally for the rest of their lives. This meant that they had to live the rest of their 

lives without their families.  

 

 Tyler Mason 

 

History 



 

 

 

Our Student’s Pen Pal Initiative 

Students have been enjoying reading their pen 

pal letters from students at The Walk Centre in 

Kenya. 

This pen pal initiative has seen our students make 

international connections through our school 

partnership scheme. 

Year 7 Excellence Academy student Harley 

Brookes said, “I am so excited to be part of this 

project, I have been able to make a friend at a 

school so many miles away from home. When I 

read the first letter and realised my pen pal friend 

was so like me, I was so happy!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Integrated Studies 

Student of the Half 

Term 

Liam Biddle 7KD 

…………………………………

………………………………… 

…………….. 

 

Excellence Academy Inductees 

Parisa Abbasi 

Nikita Bangerh 

Liam Biddle 

Keeley Blewitt 

Harley Brookes 

Anya Detheridge 

Jayden Gooden 

Lawen Hussain 

Ilona Kakalec 

Kyidel Latham  

Leland Menhenott 

Vanessa Onyeukwu 

Simran Sandu 

Suraj Sinhu 

Holly-May smith 

Lexi Walker  

 

………………………………………………………

…………… 

…………….. 

 



   

Space Day 

Space Day was on the 7th of May 2021. Lots of STEM 

(science, technology, engineering, and maths) 

organisations come together to celebrate it. 

But what has space got to do with your maths? 

When you learn standard form, that way of writing 

numbers is often used to calculate the distances 

between planets! 

NASA mathematicians calculate trajectories using 

some of the skills you have learned in maths, such as 

trigonometry (SOHCAHTOA)! Some mathematicians 

even use maths to study black holes! 

Can you find out other ways to use maths to explore 

space this month? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Using only 15, 4 and -3 (and different 

operations) can you make the numbers in 

green? 

Student of the Half Term 

Year 7: Aleksandra Borodina 

 Mr Hough says: “I have truly enjoyed being 

Aleksandra’s teacher. Aleksandra is making 

outstanding progress, and her work is always 

exemplary. It is lovely to see someone so 

young set such higher targets for herself, 

which she always ensures to achieve. Keep up 

the great work 

 

 

 

 

 

Did you solve last edition’s 

puzzle? 

Pupils from Wilkinson School have 

had a go at the puzzles too!  

Well done to Evie for these 

amazing solutions! 

Did you get the same results?  

Did you find a great method? 

Share it! 

  



  

Music  

Moseley Park Talent Show 

This term pupils are preparing for the school’s annual talent show which 

is being judged in the summer term and open to all pupils. It has been 

fantastic to see both year 7 and 8 preparing their pieces, writing their 

own compositions and forming their own bands for this event. Their ideas 

are great and I hope they continue these new bands and ensembles in the 

future.      Good luck everyone!  

 

Having researched some World Music during 

lockdown, pupils in year 7 have been able to 

return to school and experience the practical 

and ensemble skills of playing Samba and 

Gamelan music. Well done everyone, especially on 

playing your solo ideas 😊 

Year 8 have also researched some 

World Music during lockdown. They 

have spent some time playing as part 

of a Gamelan ensemble. They have 

now started a new unit where they 

will be spending the next few weeks 

arranging a popular song. I can’t wait 

to hear everyone’s final product! 



  

  Physical Education 

Boys 

Yr 7 – Suraj Sandhu 

Year 8 - Quae Lemierz-

Wright 

Girls 

Yr 7- Diana Putane 

Yr 8- Maddison Walker 

 

In support of the whole 

school initiative, to raise 

money for our partner school 

in Kenya, the students will be 

taking part in a ‘travel to 

Kenya’ challenge. Students 

and staff combined, are to 

travel the 6,385 miles 

distance, by either walking, 

running or cycling. The 

challenge, organised by Mr 

O’keeffe and the PE team, will 

take place over the final term 

of the academic year. 

Students will be able to track 

miles during extra-curricular 

sessions as well as outside of 

school. Good luck to all. 

KS3 students of the half tem. 

Extra-Curricular is back! 
For this first time in over a year, the 

Moseley Park extra-curricular 

programme is back up and running. A 

variety of sports are available for the 

students to choose from, offering a 

fresh perspective on sports within the 

curriculum.  

Students are advised to wear school 

PE kit when attending these clubs.  

We look forward to seeing you 

attending these clubs soon.  

 



 

 

STEAM club is back and better than ever! 

Running every Wednesday for Year 7, Thursday 

for Year 8 and Friday for Year 9; we have a 

brilliant slate of activities lined up. 

Week beginning 17th May, we will be throwing it 

back and looking at how to make our own eco-

lava lamps. 

The week after on 24th May, we will be looking 

at “Fruit Power”! Which I’m sure will help you in 

getting your 5 a day. 

June will be on for the future doctors, surgeons, 

butchers and artists out there, as we will be 

doing dissections! 

 Sound interesting? 

Sign up using the 

QR code or collect a 

registration form 

from Mr Muchenje 

in M10. 

 

Our “Science Super Star” is 

Sanjot Singh in Year 7! 

Mr Muchenje said, 

“She never misses STEAM club 

and is on the path to becoming 

a fantastic scientist!” 

 

This year’s British Science Week was a massive 

success! With multiple entrants throughout the 

school it was a tall task to choose this year’s winners. 

 Congratulations to first place winner Nikita 

Bangerh for completing and submitting the most 

activities. Her research into Jassel Majevadia and 

how she is smashing sterotypes was very insightful! 

Runner up goes to Tina Bangerh, who looked at 

Stephen Hawkings and the struggles he had to 

overcome. 

Be sure to contact Mr Goraya to collect your prizes 

from the “Giant Cookie Club” and “Iced by Shan” 

Who are you? 
I’m Amy Lawrence, Science Technician at Moseley 
Park School. I am from Pattingham and graduated 
from Wolverhampton University where I did 
Forensic Science. 
What were you like in school?  
Quite quiet, but I loved to talk to my friends which 
got me in trouble!  
What do you wish you could tell your 11-year-old 
self?  
Enjoy school. People always say it’s the best time of 
your life and it really is. You only get one shot so 
make the best of it! 
 
Who would win in a fight, 
a gorilla or a bear? 
A bear, strong jaw! 
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